OUR STORY

Before Rewterz got its start, the market was in dire need of a specialized and dedicated information security
company. It was nearly impossible for businesses to find a trustworthy provider that could truly cover all of their
bases. We wanted to meet this need, giving companies across the globe a chance to get ahead while knowing that
their data is in good hands.
It’s businesses like yours that drive us to excel. As entrepreneurs ourselves, we understand how important it is to
keep focused on your true purpose. With threats growing more advanced and sophisticated on a daily basis, it’s
impossible for you to stay abreast of all the latest protection techniques while still having the time and resources
to devote to your actual business, the thing you’re passionate about. We relieve you of the worry and hassle, taking
on the full responsibility for all of your information security needs.
Our services provide full-scale, comprehensive information security. Not just the small stuff. After all, how can real
security be achieved when everything is separate and weakened? We take a holistic approach, ensuring that every
aspect of our security measures is synergized and coordinated for optimum efficiency. By having a cohesive force
surrounding your information, you can rest easy knowing it’s under the strongest guard.
We aim to change the industry by providing well-researched data that you can use, rather than a maze of dense
statistics. The actionability of the information we supply will give your company a leading edge and clear
strategization opportunities. We’re utilizing our world-class skills to construct a next-generation analytics
solution, fusing our advanced R&D knowledge and big-data security analytics technologies.
Our goal is to make all of our servicing beneficial for both you and our team, leaving you happy with such a strong
level of security, and us happy that we’ve succeeded in helping a business stay protected while achieving its
ultimate goals.
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OUR SERVICES

NEXT GENERATION PENETRATION TESTING
What if you could know how attackers think, work,
and pull off their biggest heists?

SCADA PENETRATION TESTING
What would happen if terrorists were able to hack
into and shut down the electrical grid of a major

ADVANCED PERSISTENT THREAT ASSESSMENT
Rewterz is committed to keeping your
business secure by offering services that
protect your infrastructure and daily
operations. Let us take the weight off your
shoulders. With our comprehensive service
options, you’ll be able to rest easy knowing
that you have a professional team attending
to your every information security need. We
aren’t here just to make wages, we’re here
because we see it as our mission to provide
companies like yours with the protective
controls you need to thrive.
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If your company was the victim of a zero-day
attack, where would you be?

INCIDENT RESPONSE
Has your organization recently been the victim of a
security breach?

SECURITY AWARENESS & TRAINING
Are you looking for a way to help your staff better
understand how to protect your company’s
information?
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OUR SOLUTIONS

SECURITY ANALYTICS
To keep your information under the safest guard,
you have to go beyond preventative security
measures and manual processes.

BIG DATA
A necessity for every enterprise that hopes to
maintain a competitive advantage and
impenetrable security.

At Rewterz, we view it as our duty to provide
our customers with the best ways to secure
their information. And there’s no better team
than our own to build and implement the
most advanced and effective technological
solutions.
We’ve
developed
four
industry-leading proprietary solutions, all of
which are designed to give you the specific
information security tools and capabilities
you need.
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FRAUD PREVENTION
Your big concern is protecting your systems and
customer information so that operations can
continue running smoothly.

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT
Our main goal is to protect you from threats, and in
order to do that, we have to identify and manage
your vulnerabilities, eliminating them if possible.
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MANAGED SECURITY

ADVANCED CYBER DEFENSE
Your organization is making a huge mistake. How
do we know this? Because most others are too.
The mistake is assuming that your current security
measures are enough to prevent modern attacks.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Organizations everywhere are coming to the
realization that their basic perimeter and
signature-based security tools are no longer up
to the task. They just can’t keep up with the
continuing advancement of attacker methods
and malware. This leaves companies like yours
in a dangerous position – completely vulnerable.
Unfortunately, others have learned this the hard
way, becoming victims of malicious attacks that
could have been prevented, had they they right
defenses. This is especially true for small
businesses, as they often don’t have the
resources needed to protect themselves against
well-funded, expert attackers. The answer to
this seems simple: just adopt the latest,
most-advanced security measures. But this is
not so easy to do on your own. That’s why
Rewterz is here to help.
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To keep your business and its information safe,
you need the most advanced threat intelligent
services out there. But what do you do when you
don’t have the staff or resources to manage it on
your own?

SECURITY OUTSOURCING
We pride ourselves on being a security firm that
businesses can trust. Every member of our team
sees it as their mission to provide honest and top
quality services for companies everywhere.
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